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MIDWAY, UT and GRAND RAPIDS, MI – July 17, 2009 
eDOC Innovations enhances ProDOC Forms - an electronic form capture and creation solution for account and 
loan documents – with additional OCR functionality in its 6.0.0.5 version. As the nation’s leading e-Document 
management CUSO, eDOC’s team has collaborated to increase the breadth of usability for its clients utilizing 
ProDOC Forms through its advanced OCR intelligent indexing capability, as well as a number of usability and 
error handling enhancements.  
 
ProDOC Forms captures documents, applies appropriate signatures and interacts with eDOC’s 2020DOC 
Imaging system to ensure storage of pending and finalized documents. The unique ability of ProDOC Forms to 
perform verification tasks for a single document at multiple times or branch locations allows eDOC clients to 
eliminate the generation and scanning of paper documents. Transactions are even more secure with ProDOC 
Forms’ enhanced digital image capture functionality, which allows clients to capture an image of the account 
holder during the signing process. A copy of the image is automatically embedded into the form and stored in 
eDOC’s imaging system. eDOC experts have updated ProDOC Forms features to include: additional form set-
up options, multiple stored printer settings, field width for the cash tracker and unique definition of the form set-
up screen.  
 
The 6.0.0.5 ProDOC release is an example of eDOC’s continued commitment to its owners and peers, “to listen 
to what our clients and peers are telling us they need in their e-Document strategy and its functional 
capabilities.”  Stated Bret Weekes, President/CEO of eDOC Innovations. “Our desire to address strategically the 
credit union’s needs through our solutions brings a very robust and comprehensive solution.  eDOC is truly one 
of a kind.” 
 
About eDOC Innovations, Inc. 
Since 1992, eDOC Innovations, Inc. has delivered complete optical archiving and electronic document 
management solutions to credit unions, banks, mortgage and title companies, educational institutions, 
governmental entities, accounting firms, and other organizations across the country and internationally. The 
company’s offerings span integration, extensive networking solutions, and disaster recovery solutions. With 
industry acclaimed DocLogic™ and idocVAULT™, eDOC Innovations is a national leader in providing paperless 
solutions to more than 400 credit unions. For more information about “Technology that pays for itself… again 
and again”™, please visit eDOC Innovations’ corporate website at www.edoclogic.com. 
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http://www.creditunions.com/AppData/Local/Microsoft/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/Local%20Settings/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/CGOJRYUL/www.edoclogic.com�

